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1. What’s Behind ScienceDirect
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Who We Are

A global 

information analytics company 
specializing in science and health.

We help institutions 
and professionals 
progress science, 

advance
healthcare and improve 

performance.

What We Do

Combine content with technology, 

supported by operational efficiency,
to turn information into actionable knowledge.

Why We Do It

We help you solve 
your challenges, for 

the benefit of 
humanity

A Unique Combination
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Elsevier combines content with technology 
to provide actionable knowledge
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On average, researchers spend just over four hours searching for research articles a week and 

more than 5 hours reading them. They read 5 – 6 articles per week and only half are considered 

useful

Using Published Literature



Demonstrably improve user experience by providing an integrated, social and personal reading 

experience when optimizing for the ScienceDirect use cases: 
• Help me discover the relevant information

• Give me access to the detail

• Make the process quick and easy

• Keep me informed on the latest developments and news 

ScienceDirect continues to focus on increasing your research effectiveness  

by incorporating innovative technologies to evolve the information discovery 

and management needs of researchers

Our goal is to help you and the people in your institute

Make decisions 

based on the 

highest-quality 

scientific 

information

Use your time 

efficiently and

effectively

Uncover more 

novel science



We ensure that the information you 

find is of the highest standard. 

Of the top 5% cited articles, 

30% are Elsevier’s.

C I TAT I O N

65 of our journals are ranked 

number 1 in their respective subject 

categories (out of 236)

This accounts for 27.5% out of all subjects, more 

than any other publisher

I M PA C T

ScienceDirect delivers 

over 16M publications 

from over 3,800 journals 

and more than 37,000
books from Elsevier, our 

imprints and our societies. 

V O L U M E

Decisions based on inaccurate or poor-quality information increase costs, lead to 

inefficient resource allocation, and can incur litigation.

High Quality Science
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Soliciting and 
managing 

submissions

Managing 
peer review

(500 
Employees in 
Publishing)

Manuscript 
editing

(4,600
level 1 editors)

Production and 
publication

(500 employees 
in operations)

Promotion and 
dissemination

(550 employees in 
Research Solutions) 

ScienceDirect Hosting

(100 developers and 
prod. managers)

Via Evise and ESS Elsevier receives:

• > 2 Million article submissions per 
year (more than 1 article submitted 
every minute) 

We facilitate scholarly 
communication by:

• Organizing editorial boards

• Launching new subscription 
and open access journals  
(30 journals per year)

• Running 2,762 Active 
journals

• 23,000 editors

• Coordinating 440,000 
reviewers

• Promoting 600,000 authors

Our global network of editors manages: 

• 7 million+ author/ publisher 
communications per year

Level 1 Editors connect with a global 
network of subject matter experts, 
including:

• 92,000 level 2 and 3 editorial board 
members

We provide access, 
training and support to:

• 180+ countries

• 4,500+ institutions

• 16 million monthly users

Resulting in:

• Nearly 1 billion 
downloads/year

• 27 downloads per second

Our operations team oversees:

• Production of 500,000 new articles per year

- Content is tagged for discoverability

- Articles are content enriched with interactive 
graphs, 3D models, and data visualizations etc.

- Rigorous quality control process in place

Product Managers and Developers:

• Maintain the article recommender 
algorithm

• Develop and improve the platform 
using agile methodology

• Ensure availability and visibility of 16 
million digital articles

OVER

8,000
PEOPLE

What’s behind ScienceDirect
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2. The Platform



Researchers can benefit from ScienceDirect technology improvements in multiple ways:

To deliver search results that 

are more relevant and 

delivered faster than ever 

before, ScienceDirect is 

expanding its browse and 

search functionalities

To provide a best in class 

user experience which is 

personal, secure, and fast, 

ScienceDirect is creating 

customizable settings and 

annotation features so that 

researchers can tailor their 

workspace to fit their needs

To help uncover new research

to identify patterns and 

connections between content 

that might have been otherwise 

overlooked, ScienceDirect is 

enhancing its advanced data 

analytics and machine learning 

capabilities to deliver 

researchers the information they 

need, when they need it

ScienceDirect is incorporating innovative technologies to evolve 

the information discovery and management needs of researchers



We focus on 3 key areas to ensure the best possible customer experience:

Better performance

Optimized architecture for journal homepages 

ensures pages load within 1 second

100% results

The most relevant information is prioritized (latest 

articles and issues, articles in press, special 

issues, alerts and journal information)

Ease of use

A modern and clean look on any screen size with 

each journal instantly recognizable to the user 

thanks to custom colors

ScienceDirect invests continually to ensure continuous optimization 
and meet the most vigorous standards



Books and journal articles provide different types of content, but for this reason they are fundamentally 

interlinked: researchers/students need both to build their knowledge around a topic. 

✓ A catalyst for discovery in new area
✓ Gives broader view of a topic
✓ More sustained arguments, differing opinions, 

nuance and complexity
✓ Offers expert opinion on most relevant topics
✓ Links to related  (and often unexpected fields, 

methods and materials

✓ Specialised knowledge
✓ Narrow focus
✓ Extreme depth
✓ Latest research / new results
✓ Applying techniques

BOOK 
CONTENT

Breadth Connecting 
Disciplines

ARTICLE 
CONTENT

Depth in Growing 
Disciplines

eBook content is a critical complement to journal content



Definitions

Fundamentals

Deepen 
knowledge

Latest
Advances

Methods & 

Processes

Books are the knowledge repository from which we learn.

Primary research

Summary of journal 
articles on a topic

Highly cited publications offering in-
depth explorations of developments 

in a field 

Pedagogical examination or didactic presentation of key 
subject area concepts and methods

Compendiums of information / data sets for field or techniques, 
providing quick answers on the job

Complete, advanced and detailed descriptions providing 
depth in subject areas

Comprehensive, foundational introduction 
to a discipline; encyclopedias

Journal Articles

Journal Review Articles

Serials

Major Reference 
Works

Textbooks

eBooks

Latest
Advances

Relevance of information over time

Journals

Books

Researchers Need Different Content Types for Different Steps in Their 
Workflow



Features – Key Highlights



Creating an Account



Access ScienceDirect anytime, anywhere

Whether you're on your laptop, tablet, or phone, at home or on the road, on campus or off, you can 

keep your research going by registering today for remote access to ScienceDirect.

Remote Access



Search effectively supports the four most frequent

research tasks and is available on every page:

▪ Related articles by searching specific keywords

▪ A specific author name

▪ A specific journal/book title

▪ A specific article by publication/ vol./ issue/ page search

ScienceDirect Platform
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3. How to Search



• Choosing Search Terms

• Use specific search terms that are closely related to your research topic

• Include alternative words and abbreviations

• Avoid words that are too general

• Use Boolean Operators

• AND

• Finds documents that contain ALL of the terms

• Use this when the terms must appear and may be far apart from each other

• Example: “Geographic Information System” AND urban sustainability

• OR

• Finds documents that contain any of the terms

• Use OR when at least one of the terms must appear (such as synonyms, alternate spellings, or abbreviations)

• Example: micromouse OR picomouse

• Example: “S. W. Hawking” OR “Stephen W. Hawking” OR “Stephen Hawking”

• NOT

• Excludes documents that include the specified term from the search

• Use NOT to exclude specific terms. This connector must be used at the end of a search.

• Example: “particle collisions” AND NOT theoretical

• Users can combine terms using Boolean operators AND, OR and NOT. Users can also group terms 
using parentheses; multi-level nested clauses are supported. 

• Example: (“black hole” OR radiation) AND gravity

Search Functionality



• Precedence Rules

• NOT takes precedence over AND which takes precedence over OR. i.e., NOT>AND>OR.

• Example: Tesla AND “self-driving cars” OR “self-driving vehicles” (309 results) works, but not “self-driving cars” 
OR “self-driving vehicles” AND Tesla (664 results)

• Finding Variations of a Word

• To search for an specific phrase, enclose the phrase in inverted commas: “South East Asia”

• Using the singular form of a word finds the singular, plural, and possessive forms of most words

• Special characters are included in the search

• Subscript and Superscript: enter subscripted and superscripted characters on the same line as other 
characters. 

• Example: for the chemical notation "H2O," enter H2O

• Accented Characters: To search for the name Fürst, enter Fürst or Furst.

• Non-alphanumeric Characters: Characters such as hyphens, bullets, arrows, plus signs, and minus 
signs are ignored unless they are enclosed in brackets. 

• Wildcard Characters

• Use wildcard characters to search for variations of a word

• Asterisk (*) replaces multiple characters anywhere in a word; it can be used to replace 0 and more 
characters: Optim* 

• Users can exclude terms by using the minus-hyphen operator. For example, to find articles related 
to depression but not economic depression, search for: depression -economics

• To find all articles authored by Heisenberg but not by Sommerfeld, enter the following in the 
‘Authors’ search box: Heisenberg -Sommerfeld

Search Functionality



• Intellectual Property in Malaysia

• 100,470 Document Results – Search for Intellectual Property

• 40,538 Document Results – Search for “Intellectual Property”

• 2,137 Document Results – Search for “Intellectual Property” use the AND Boolean modifier, and 
include “Malaysia”

• Socio-Culturalism in Financial Inclusive Institutions

• 24 Document Results – Search for “Financial Inclusion”, use the AND Boolean modifier and include 
“socio-culturalism”

• Novel Coronavirus in Wuhan (2019-nCoV)

• 25,910 Document Results – Search "COVID-19" OR Coronavirus OR "Corona virus" OR "2019-
nCoV" OR "SARS-CoV" OR "MERS-CoV" OR “Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome” OR “Middle 
East Respiratory Syndrome”

• 7,073 Document Results - Refine by 2020

For more details: https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/25974/supporthub/sciencedirect/ 

Exercise
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4. Impactful Research
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Enhanced Reader on ScienceDirect



Provides easy navigation

1 2

1

2

3 5Navigator Bar

Recommended Articles

Citing Articles Article Metrics

4 Author Information

4

New and valuable types of content

Use the Intuitive Online Article Format

5
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Mendeley is a reference 

manager allowing you to 

manage, read, share, 

annotate and cite your 

research papers...

...and an academic social 

network with 3 million 

users to connect like-

minded researchers & 

discover research trends 

and statistics…

…forming a crowdsourced 

database with a unique 

layer of social research 

information and an Open 

API 

Looking for an easy way to store references and collaborate with others?

Manage, organize and connect around books and journals with Mendeley, seamlessly 

embedded in ScienceDirect

Quickly export your Book chapters and journal articles into Mendeley from ScienceDirect

Integrated with Mendeley



Search Alerts



Journal & Book Alerts



ScienceDirect Platform



ScienceDirect Reading History



Free Personalized Recommendations service uses machine learning and the 
user’s online activity to suggest research tailored to their needs

How does it work? Want to try it for 

yourself? 
It’s simple:

Once a researcher has registered, our powerful adaptive 

algorithm uses the signed-in activity on ScienceDirect to 

understand the user’s research interests. 

It then searches our database of more than 3,800 

journals and over 37,000 book titles to find related 

content. The more frequently someone signs in, the 

better it gets to know them, and the more relevant the 

recommendations they'll receive

1. Create an account with ScienceDirect

2. Stay signed in while searching and browsing!

ScienceDirect Personalized Recommender



ScienceDirect Personalized Recommender



More information: https://www.sciencedirect.com/research-recommendations

More than 1 million researchers are already using our 

Recommendations service. Find out why…

“This morning’s recommendation was 

relevant to my lecture last week, so 

we were able to start class by 

reviewing and adding a new 

perspective.”

Sarah Longwell | Faculty

“Provided me with articles I had 

previously not found… gave me 

new ideas for other application 

areas of the techniques I’m 

using...”

Merlijn Lobbes | Graduate student

ScienceDirect Personalized Recommender



ScienceDirect Personalized Recommender



Journals by Subject Areas



New journal features make browsing through your favorite journals easier



Download Multiple PDFs

Batch Download and Automatic Naming
– Download multiple PDF files in a Zip folder

– Maximum number of PDF files – 25 per download



Export Citations



Citing Book Chapter for Journal Article

A review article published by

Desalination (IF: 6.035) in June

2019, was cited 49 times. This

article also cited reference from

ebook/book chapter of Elsevier :

Membrane Characterization

(2017).

Membrane Characterization –

The ebook from Elsevier was also

cited 11 times by various

publications till date since it was

published year 2017.



Premium Legacy from Top Subject Expert



Depth of Research Reference - eBook



Depth of Research Reference - eBook
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Topic Pages Simplify and Improve Journals Workflow on 

ScienceDirect

Key Features:

1.Clear definition

2.Related terms (to 

topic pages)

3.Learn more on topic

- 10 longer definitions

- Related/ relevant 

reading

Key Outcomes for Researchers & Students

1. Decrease time spent jumping across platforms, searching for and validating info

2. Increase time spent progressing research 

3. Increase confidence in information reliability and likelihood of serendipitous 

connections made in research process

1 2

3
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Value of Books: Content Built to Support Understanding 

within the Research Workflow

*Linked to from Full Text Article via term: Journal of Molecular Liquids

Context from 

Reference 

content

Definition from 

Reference 

content

Related 

terms 

Links to full 

Book 

chapters
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Free Access to e-Textbooks via ScienceDirect

• We have made all textbooks freely accessible to ScienceDirect customers to support 

students and lecturers whose classes have moved from campus to online.

• Visit the list of titles, now available with free access on ScienceDirect until 31st

August 2020.

• You can count on Elsevier's support during this exceptional situation. We're here to 

help researchers, faculties and students with access to high-quality information 

regardless of where they're working.

https://www.elsevier.com/solutions/sciencedirect/content/book-title-lists




Elsevier is evolving its Open Access journal program

• Elsevier has over 100 Open Access Journals & Growing

•1,625 Elsevier titles offer sponsored access

− Article available to all non-subscribers

- Allows authors to publish open access in high quality, 
indexed journals

- Agreements with Welcome Trust and the UK Medical 
Research Council to reimburse fees

• Launch of Heliyon

- Elsevier’s Open Access megajournal

•Cell Press

- Unrestricted access after 12-months

- Launch of Open Access Cell Reports in 2011

• 96 Journals offer “delayed open access”

- After a period of time specific to each journal

- Elsevier Authors can post the peer-reviewed AAMs on 
their institutional repositories and on their own website 
immediately and voluntarily



Use ScienceDirect APIs to retrieve and 

integrate full-text content from publications 

on ScienceDirect into your own website or 

applications.

Anyone can obtain an API key and use our 

APIs free of charge, provided that our 

policies are honored.

ScienceDirect subscribers are granted full 

access to ScienceDirect APIs. If you do not 

have a ScienceDirect subscription, you can 

still use our APIs; however, you will have 

limited access to basic metadata and basic 

search functionality, yet full access to all 

open access content.

Learn more about the key settings data 

available to you and start developing 

today.

ScienceDirect APIs support large-scale data mining for government and 

academic research institutions

https://dev.elsevier.com/policy.html
http://dev.elsevier.com/api_key_settings.html
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5. Additional Resources
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Find Help and Support

While we strive to make ScienceDirect easy and intuitive to use, you might have questions. 

Our Customer Support Center has answers to your frequently asked questions, information 

on the latest product updates, video tutorials and other how-to guides.

Visit the ScienceDirect Support Center where you can also learn about the latest product 

updates

https://service.elsevier.com/app/home/supporthub/sciencedirect/
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Elsevier Researcher Academy

Elsevier Researcher Academy is an online platform which takes you through the different 

phases of the research cycle – from the beginnings of research preparation, through the 

publishing process, all the way to demonstrating impact.. 

▪ Prepares PhDs and Postdocs for their careers – either inside or outside of academia

▪ Helps researchers attain funding for their research

▪ Facilitates more researchers’ papers being accepted in top journals

▪ A completely free service, providing support throughout the entire research cycle

https://researcheracademy.elsevier.com/
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Elsevier Researcher Academy
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Elsevier Journal Finder

Find the perfect journal for your article 

Elsevier Journal Finder helps is a free resource which allows researchers to find journals that 

could be best suited for publishing your scientific article. 

Powered by the Elsevier Fingerprint Engine™ (https://journalfinder.elsevier.com), Journal 

Finder uses smart search technology and field-of-research specific vocabularies to match 

your article to Elsevier journals. 
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Elsevier Journal Finder



Thank You

Nicholas Pak

n.pak@elsevier.com

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/NPCOVID

mailto:n.pak@elsevier.com

